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Capital Finance International (CFI.co) has recognised IMT Asset Management AG with the award
"Best Asset Allocation Strategy Liechtenstein
2021".
Thomas Trauth, CEO of IMT Asset Management
AG, is delighted about this recognition: "This
award confirms that our efforts to construct robust portfolios are being recognised. Our investment strategy is based on the principles of broad
portfolio diversification, flexible adjustment of
the investment strategy to the medium-term
market environment, integration of inflation and
tail risk hedges, and cost-efficient implementation of the portfolios."
IMT Asset Management's long-standing track record is also supported by the fact that various
strategy funds are regularly rated with 4 and 5
Morningstar stars. Morningstar is a global financial information and analysis company and a
leader in the field of fund analysis.
For more details on the award, see the jury's report.

About the Award
Each year, CFI.co seeks out individuals and organisations that contribute significantly to the convergence of economies and truly add value for all
stakeholders. Reporting from frontlines of economic convergence, CFI.co realises that best practice is to be found throughout the world and the
Awards Programme aims to identify and reward
excellence wherever it is found in the hope to inspire others to further improve their own performance.
About CFI.co:
CFI.co, a print journal and online resource reporting on business, economics and finance, recognises that the traditional distinction between
emerging and developed markets is now far less
meaningful as world economies converge. Headquartered in London, the world’s most multicultural city, CFI.co brings you coverage and analysis
of the drivers behind change. Combining the
views of leading multilateral and national organisations with thought leadership from some of the
world’s top minds – our dedicated editorial team
ensure that readers better understand the forces
influencing and reshaping the global economy
(www.cfi.co).
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DISCLAIMER
The above blog post is for information purposes only.
It contains data and information generated by IMT or
an IMT Group Company («IMT»). Although IMT takes
care to ensure that the information is correct at the
time of collection, IMT neither explicitly nor implicitly
provides any assurance or guarantee of accuracy, reliability or completeness and assumes no liability or
responsibility for its own or third-party publications.

IMT is not liable for any direct, indirect or incidental
loss incurred on the basis of the information in this
blog post. All opinions represented solely reflect those
of IMT or specified third-party authors at the time of
publication (subject to modifications).
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